MICROFILM ORDER FORM

TODAY'S DATE: ______________________________________

NAME: ______________________________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________

____________________________________________________

CITY: _______________________________________________

STATE/ZIP CODE: ____________________________________

COUNTRY: __________________________________________

TELEPHONE NUMBER: ________________________________

FAX NUMBER: _______________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:_____________________________________

□ CU STUDENT □ CU FACULTY/STAFF/ALUMNI □ NON-CU

READ "GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SERVICE" FORM AND SIGN BELOW:

____________________________________________________________

CALL NO/MSCOLL:_____________________________________________________________________________________

AUTHOR/CREATOR: ___________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE/DESCRIPTION: ___________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

DATE:________________________________________________________________________________________________

PAGES: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

ORDER APPROVED BY:

_________________________________________

(CURATOR/LIBRARIAN)

_________________________________________

(DATE)

QUANTITY
NEW FILMING
EXPOSURES=
@ $0.40
DUPLICATE OF EXISTING REEL
REELS=
@ $37.00
PAPER COPY FROM COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY MASTER MICROFILM
EXPOSURES=
@ $0.30
MICROFILM SCANNING*
PER TITLE ON REEL
@$100.00

UNIT PRICE

CHARGE


BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES FEE

MAILING ($5 MINIMUM)

TOTAL COST

PAYMENT TYPE: □ CASH □ CHECK □ VISA/MC

DELIVERY METHOD: □ CALL FOR PICK-UP □ US MAIL □ UPS □ FEDERAL EXPRESS

(IF NECESSARY, ATTACH ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS OR DOCUMENTATION)

*Microfilm scanning may be requested for items filmed by Columbia University Libraries and not under copyright. Columbia University Libraries reserves the right to refuse to accept a copying order if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the order would involve violation of copyright law.